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This project is the result of the last module of this studio, which has been 
divided into three modules. During the first module different groups got 
to focus on different actants of importance in the area of Gullbergsvass, 
the area of interest to this studio. During the second module different 
groups got to focus on creating a suprastrcture for different parts of 
Gullbergsvass. This suprastructure would then work as a departure point 
and inspiration for the individual work with the in-depth project in the 
last module. 

This individual in-depth project takes place in the setting of 
Drottningtorget, the large open square in front of the central station 
building of Gothenburg. 

The aim is to transform the area of Drottningtorget into a new public 
space that offers different choices and opportunities, that combines 
aesthetics with playfulness. A public space that can be used in many 
different ways, that creates many places in one and that becomes an 
interesting structure both horizontally and vertically. The main focus is to 
divide and define the large open area of today, and to create sequences 
and flows that are adapted to the human scale, to the people that are 
supposed to experience and use the space. 

The final result is a people-friendly pavilion that transforms and playfully 
takes over the square of Drottningtorget and turns it into a completely 
different place than before. The vast, open and undefined public space 
that was present before is transformed into a public space containing 
many different spaces in one, each differently defined depending on the 
way the structure is designed. Even though the structure itself does not 
bring any new functions or activities to the space, it simply packages the 
existing functions in new ways, the structure gives opportunities for many 
different activities to take place here. Even when no set activities take 
place here, experiencing the structure in itself is an activity. 
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This in-depth project takes place in the setting of Drottningtorget, 
the large open square in front of the central station building of 
Gothenburg. It is situated in the very south-eastern parts of the area 
Gullbergsvass, which has been the area of interest during this studio. To 
be completely correct, Drottningtorget is actually outside of the borders 
of Gullbergsvass. However it connects to Gullbergsvass and to what we 
as a group decided would be one of the new entrances to the new and 
developed area of Gullbergsvass.

Drottningtorget is a large and open square, it measures about 10 000 
square meters. It is also surrounded by large and pompous buildings in 
each direction, most of them with historical values and characteristics. 
Since the square is situated in the central parts of the city, there are a lot 
of interesting and well used places just nearby and the flows of people 
are very high here. However there is a lack of activities and no reasons 
to stay for longer periods of time. People use the place, but only for 
passing by.

The main character of the square is that it is a place with a lot of 
potential that has not been utilized. It is, as of today, too undefined and 
empty, and the few things that exist have no coherence and brings no 
liveability or activity to the area. 
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LARGE SCALE SITE CONTEXT ANALYSIS

High betweenness

Low betweenness

NETWORK BETWEENNESS, 1 KM, 
PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE NETWORK

High integration

Low integration

ANGULAR INTEGRATION, 1 KM, 
PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE NETWORK

Short distance

Long distance

ATTRACTION DISTANCE TO PUBLIC TRANSPORT STATIONS, 1 KM, 
PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE NETWORK

Public transport stations
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LARGE SCALE SITE CONTEXT ANALYSIS

NETWORK BETWEENNESS, 1 KM, 
PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE NETWORK

ANGULAR INTEGRATION, 1 KM, 
PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE NETWORK

ATTRACTION DISTANCE TO PUBLIC TRANSPORT STATIONS, 1 KM, 
PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE NETWORK

Network betweenness is a measure of centrality based on 
shortest paths.Higher betweenness means that more people 
use this part of the network to get to other parts of the 
network, hence these parts work as important throughfares. 
This does not necessarirarly mean that people stay in these 
places.

The southern parts of the area clearly have high betweenness 
values compared to the rest of the city. This indicates that 
this is a well used area for throughfares. The question is 
if any of these visitors stay in the area. As of today, there 
are not many reasons why anyone would want to stay at 
Drottningtorget for longer periods of time since there is not 
much there to discover and experience.

Angular integration is a measure of centrality based on the 
distance from any space to all other spaces in a system. 
Higher integration means that this part of the network is 
geographically close to many other parts of the network and 
that the probability that more people will use these parts of 
the city is higher.

Once again, the southern parts of the area have high 
integration values. However, the high values end at 
Drottningtorget. The area works as an edge of the city due to 
bad connections to Gullbergsvass in the north. As of today, 
Drottningtorget is rather a cul-de-sac, an end point, than a 
destination point and an entrance to something more.

Attraction distance is a measure of closeness to specific 
attractions. Shorter attraction distance means that the 
accessibility is better and vice versa. 

As Drottningtorget is the square in front of the central station 
building in Gothenburg, it is quite obvious that the area has 
good accessibility to public transport. This is a great asset 
and opportunity because it naturally brings a lot of people 
here. The challenge is to work with the flows of people and 
not against them.
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Important public transportation nodes

The area is surrounded by several public 
transportation nodes, which makes it a 
place with a lot of movement

Pedestrian pathways

The pedestrian pathways in the area are 
quite undefined. The defined pathways 
that exist move along the edges of the 
area. This is, of course, a result of the 
area being a large pedestrian square. 
There is a car road crossing the north 
part of the area just in front of the central 
station building, preventing free movement 
towards the entrance of the building

Existing buildings and suprastructure

The original area is framed by buildings 
on each of the four sides, making it 
isolated and not ideal as an entrance 
point to the rest of Gullbergsvass. The 
bridge massing that was added in the 
suprastructure reaches over the platforms 
of the central station and connects directly 
to Drottningtorget

The canal

The canal works as a barrier on the south 
side of the area with only two possible 
crossings. However, it is also a quality

SMALL SCALE SITE CONTEXT ANALYSIS
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IMPRESSIONS OF THE SITE



The ticking sound of pedestrian crossings, trams that screak and tinkle, cars and trucks that rumble as they are constantly forced to start and stop

The sound of seagulls screaming and flittering, people with suitcases running across the edges on the ground creating a repetitive sound

The familiar sound of trains arriving and departuring from the platforms close by, a steady hum of people on the move, people in transport 

It is a place for movement where everyone has a destination, everyone is passing by on their way to somewhere else, no one stays as there are hardly any 

places to stay at, there is no tranquility, no quietude, when waiting for the train we use the central station building because we have no reason to stay 

outside, to stay on the square

People cross each other without arrangement or order, but does any of them meet each other here, look at each other?

In the middle of the square the pedestrians have the power, but the second we get close to the edges we have to watch ourselves, the edges become the 

barriers

The sun is strong and blinding today, the ground is sparkling, wet from yesterday’s rain but quickly drying up

The sun creates long and sharp shadows on the ground, hardly any surfaces can escape from the light

It is a messy and untidy place, small pieces of trash are spread everywhere on the ground as the seagulls are picking them up and moving them around, 

bicycles in what are supposed to be tidy rows, leaned against each other

It is a place characterized by this large, open and undefined area, yet somehow framed by defined buildings in the surroundings, large buildings with no 

human scale, nothing for us to relate to

Large buildings compete with their characteristics, proud and beautiful, orthogonal shapes and lines, and the square becomes secondary, put aside as it is 

not as important

The feeling of being low and small is prominent, the rest of the geometry takes over, we are not given any overview, nowhere to observe from, to hide, and 

we can not understand how close we are to the canal, to the gardens, because we can not see them from where we stand

The ground is filled with patterns, squares in the pavement, directions, tracks from the trams that show their place here even when they are not present

One large barrier in front of the central station building, noise, sound, speed and views, the road makes us all have to stop and look, stop and wait

The feeling of this area being rigour and rough, we are not welcome here as anything more than people passing by, we do not have the right to use this 

place more than in a movement, in a movement on our way to somewhere else than here

IMPRESSIONS OF THE SITE
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PHYSICAL AND NON-PHYSICAL ASSETS
PHYSICAL AND NON-PHYSICAL NON-ASSETS

Assets and non-assets are mapped to create a better 
understanding of the area. What is an asset can also 
be a non-asset and the other way around. These 
aspects are important for the upcoming design work. 

Physical assets

The large open square, creating endless possibilities

The tram tracks forming interesting patterns in the pavement

The canal passing by 

The several beautiful and characteristic facades framing the square

Non-physical assets

The high flows of people in the area

The feeling of the area being urban, an area where things happen

The possibilities for great views over adjacent areas 

The patterns created by the shadows

The untidy and unsheltered rows of bicycles

Physical non-assets

The large open square, creating a too vast and uniform space  

The road crossing in front of the central station building, working as a barrier

The circular building in the middle of the square, not fitting in

The few, old and underused urban furniture

The car parkings in the eastern parts of the square

Non-physical non-assets

The emptiness of the area

The lack of order in the area

The feeling of not being welcome in the area

The lack of activities in the area and reasons to stay

The lack of human scale, everything that exists in the area is large and 

pompous

10



Before designing a new public space for Drottningtorget, a mapping of 
the area needs to be done. Both to determine which are the qualities 
and features of the area and to understand the behaviour of the different 
actants of importance in the area.  

View lines from several points on a large grid are studied to determine 
which areas have good or bad overviews of the rest of the area. When 
the point on the grid coincide with an existing building, the point is 
moved to the edge of the building. The results from the view lines are 
translated into a more detailed grid showing which areas are more or 
less exposed.

The more detailed grid is also used to highlight which parts of the area 
are more windy and which parts are sheltered from the wind.

To understand the flows of people in the area the more detailed grid is 
used to create pathways across the whole square. Since the area is such 
an undefined area today, the grid represents what the flow of people 
would look like if we defined fixed pathways. 

The results from these analyses are used in the further design process.

11
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MAPPED PARAMETERS   

View lines
Exposed areas
Wind speed        
Flows of people

View lines from selected points in the area

The darker the colour, the more view lines 
cross the area

Exposed areas

The map with the view lines is translated 
into a map showing which areas are the 
most exposed. Bigger circles indicate areas 
that are more exposed

Wind speed

Bigger circles indicate areas that are more 
windy

Flow of people

The darker the lines, the more people use 
the street segment for throughfares in the 
area

Overview   No overview

Exposed   Enclosed

Windy    Leeward

Connected   Disconnected

Passing by   Staying
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MAPPED PARAMETERS 
TRANSLATED INTO DEPARTURE 
POINTS FOR DESIGN
  
Overview / Exposure
Wind speed
Flow of people
Sunlight

Overview / Exposure

The marked areas indicate the parts of 
the area that have the best overviews at 
the same time as being the most exposed. 
Both overview and exposure can be good 
and bad. Depending on the different 
functions of the design proposal, these 
areas will have to be handled in dfferent 
ways

Wind speed

The marked areas indicate the parts of the 
area that have the highest wind speeds 
and where consideration will have to be 
made to sheltering from the wind

Flow of people

The lines indicate the parts of the area 
with the highest potential flow of people. 
These areas should be kept free on the 
ground floor to enable the movement of 
people

Sunlight

All of the area has lots of daylight since 
it is very open and unsheltered. However, 
the direction of the sun is important for 
the design. The curve shows the maximum 
movement of the sun during the day in 
summer and winter

Winter

Summer
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With the site context analysis and the cartography as departure points, 
several concepts are developed that will work as inspiration during the 
design process.

The aim of the in-depth project is to transform the area of 
Drottningtorget into a new public space that offers different choices and 
opportunities, that combines aesthetics with playfulness. A public space 
that can be used in many different ways, that creates many places in one 
and that becomes an interesting structure both horizontally and vertically. 
The main focus is to divide and define the large open area of today, and 
to create sequences and flows that are adapted to the human scale, to 
the people that are supposed to experience and use the space. 

03.
PROJECT

CONCEPTS



CONCEPTS

The four concepts that will work as a 
frame for the design process

Architecture

Infrastructure

Landscape
Hybrid systems

A new order

Levels

Scale

Sculpture

1

2

3

4

Overlapping

Separation

Combination

Human scale

Breaking the regular pattern 
and creating a sculpture 
that interweaves landscape, 
infrastructure and architecture

A system that consists of 
several functions, shaped 
in simple and orthogonal 
modules and units

A sculpture that is interesting 
both horizontally and 
vertically, combining and 
separating the different 
functions as well as 
overlapping them with each 
other
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A diversely interesting 
sculpture, widespread and 
winding, yet connected to 
the scale of the humans that 
are supposed to use and 
experience it 



CONCEPT EVOLUTIONARY TREE

Sculpture

Landscape

Infrastructure

Hybrid systems

Experimenting with 
parameters for creating 
a people-friendly and 
playful public pavilion

Outcome

Main concepts

Agents

Buildings Objects

Scale
Human scale

A new order

Not invasive Transparent

Modular

Organic

Many places in oneSequences

Variety

Similarity

Levels
Combination

Separation

Roofs

Floors

Stairs

Bridges

Partially

Fully

Winding

Straight
Moving

Staying

People

Attractive 
properties of 
public urban 
space

Hybrid structure

Leeward

Overview

Sunlight

Opportunities

Definition

Aesthetics

Choices

Activity

Likeability

Playfulness

Liveliness

With destination

Passing by
Short visits

Long visits

Enclosure

Openness

Shelter

Private

Public

Position

Overlapping
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Design element

Building

Landscape

Infrastructure

High  Low  Big  Small  Wide  Narrow  Porous  Enclosed 

Step  Ramp  Paths  Seatings Levels  Flat  Winding Straight

Fast  Slow  Limits  Possibilities Nodes  Sequences Separation Connection

Hybrid systems Similarity Layers  Variety  Combination Mixed-use Co-existence Division Definition

Program l is t

Global movement

Overview   Exposure   Wind speed   Flow of people

Limited  Wide  Low  High  Low  High  Low  High

Local movement

Parameter

Short time seatings

Long time seatings

Storage

Toilets

Information desk

Public transport stations

Bridge

Bicycle parking

Store

DESIGN ELEMENTS AND 
PROGRAM LIST
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The main focus of this in-depth project is the design process and the 
gradual prudction of the final result. The concepts that are formulated 
in the previous chapter are important during the process, but the results 
from the site context analyses and the cartography are equally important. 

The first iteration of the design process is created solely by looking at the 
information that was extracted from the analyses and the cartography. 
During the second and the third iteration, my personal design 
preferences are added too. However, this whole project is an experiment 
of what can be produced if and when the site itself and the analyses of 
the site are allowed to lead the design process. 

Each design iteration begins with two to four project references that 
have worked as inspiration during that part of the process. All project 
references are not in the category of public spaces, the inspiration can 
be simply shapes or concepts that I have translated so that they fit into 
my project.

04.
DESIGN 

PROCESS
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INSPIRATION FOR THE FIRST 
ITERATION

First design iteration with small scale 
cube geometries

Habitat 67 by Moshe Safdie

A model community and housing complex in 
Montreal in Canada, designed in 1967.

Keywords:
Prefabricated
Various combinations
Units
Connecting bridges and pathways
Levels
Ortogonal shapes

Amsterdam orphanage by Aldo van 
Eyck

An orphanage working as a small village in 
Amsterdam in The Netherlands, designed in 
1960.

Keywords:
Grid
Playing with scale
Regularity

19



Top level

The top layer is extracted from the 
overview and exposure parameter. These 
areas could have geometry on the top 
layer to enable the greatest views of the 
surrounding areas 

Middle level

The function of the middle layer is to work 
as a connector. In this layer we will have 
the local movements and from here it will 
be possible to reach to the top layer

Bottom level

The bottom layer is extracted from the flow 
of people parameter. The parts of the grid 
with the highest potential flow of people 
are kept free from geometry to allow for 
movements

FIRST ITERATION

First design iteration with small scale 
cube geometries

The cubes are made small in 
comparison with the size of the whole 
square in order to get a first idea of 
what the dimensions of the area are 
like. Each cube has the dimensions of 
4.6 x 4.6 x 4.6 meters

The first design iteration is completely 
extracted from the design parameters, 
without changing the original analysis 
grid

N
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FIRST ITERATION

Considerations that need to be taken 
into account in the next iteration
 

Create wider paths to allow for higher 
flows

Keep some of the important view lines 
through the area

Give room for more open space

Create a bridge over the road, 
connecting the structure to the 
suprastructure on top of the train 
platforms

Decrease the amount of geometry on 
the top layer, choose specific points 
with overview and not all that are 
possible

Break free from the regular grid, 
allow for more organic forms but 

keep the modular units for simplicity

Add another layer to the structure by 
connecting to the canal

Adapt the structure to the existing 
asset in the form of the tram tracks in 

the ground

Consider the experience of the 
structure from the different access 

points to the area

Remove the existing bus shelters and 
integrate them into the structure

21
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INSPIRATION FOR THE SECOND 
ITERATION

Second design iteration with more 
defined geometries

Campus para jóvenes emprendedores 
en la Ria de Bilbao by Natalia Clúa

A student work designed in 2013 at the 
University of Navarra.

Keywords:
Complexity
Scattered and widespread building
Organic
Activity
Levels
Modular

The Bauhaus Promenade Museum by 
Matteo Cainer Architects

A museum in Dessau in Germany, designed 
in 2016.

Keywords:
Connected public spaces
Linking promenade
Social destination
System
Weave
Multiple points of access
Geometry put on the surfaces of buildings
Sequences

Blurred Boundaries by Paulina Oldin

A master’s thesis designed in 2019 at 
Chalmers University of Technology.

Keywords:
Shape configuration
Shape sequence
Usability
Fundamental geometry
Diversity of zones
Imaginative spaces
Scenarios

Designing for Interaction by Erik 
Brundin

A master’s thesis designed in 2018 at 
Chalmers University of Technology.

Keywords:
Proportions
The distances within man
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1

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Overview level

Only three parts of the top level is kept 
and they are also separated from each 
other. Each part of this level will offer 
a different overview of the area and 
surrounding areas. This level is now called 
the overview level

Local transportation level

The middle level is developed so that it 
creates a structure of bridges and paths 
on top of the bottom level. This level 
also becomes a sheltering structure 
which replaces the existing bus shelters 
by the station in the southern parts of the 
area. This level is now called the local 
transportation level 

Function level

Most parts of the bottom level are 
removed to create more open space and 
to allow for the most important flows. 
Some buildings are kept that are given 
functions. The placement and rotation of 
the buildings are adapted to the function 

Water level

A water level is added in connection to the 
structure on top of the station. This creates 
possibilities to get closer access to the 
canal

SECOND ITERATION

Second design iteration with more 
defined geometries

The geometry is breaking free from the 
regular grid, allowing for more design 
choices

The height of the geometries is changed 
to 4,0 m to achieve a more human 
scale structure

The width of the geometries is adapted 
to the function

8

2

1

4

3

6

5

8

7

Bicycle parking

Toilets

Information desk

Storage

Store

Stairs to bridge

Short time seatings

Sun deck

Functions

23
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SECOND ITERATION

Considerations that need to be taken 
into account in the next iteration

Access points to the area from different 
adjacent places are shown

The bus terminal

Central  s tat ion bui ld ing

Train plat forms

Gul lbergsvass

Stampgatan

Gamla Ul lev i

Trädgårdsföreningen

Inom val lgraven

Turn the car road into a road where 
pedestrians are prioritized, however 
still allowing for cars to pass

Work with the hard surface on the 
square: create directions, patterns 

and imaginatory spaces

Connect the bridge to the 
suprastructure 

Develop the sun deck on the canal

Add urban furniture on the square, in 
connection to the structure

Add more detail to the geometries: 
work with porosity, mass and voids, 
add stairs or ramps between the 
layers

24

Åkareplatsen / Odinsplatsen

Nordstan

Brunnsparken
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INSPIRATION FOR THE THIRD 
ITERATION

Third design iteration with more detailed 
geometries

Stortorget by Caruso St John Architects

A renewal of the town square in Kalmar in 
Sweden, designed in 1999-2003.

Keywords:
Materiality
Imaginative spaces
Surfaces
Playfulness
Directions
Patterns

A Thousand Yards by Penda

A competition win of an invited competition 
to design a pavillion for the 2019 
Horticultural Expo in Beijing in China.

Keywords:
Flexibility
Curiosity
Participation
Village typology
Circulation
Merged units
Starndarization
Prefabrication
Levels

25



Overview level

Local transportation level

Function level

Water level

26

Stairs

Entrance

Overview points

Wind protection

N

THIRD ITERATION

Third design iteration with more detailed 
geometries

The illustration highlights parts with 
more openness or encolsure, shelter 
from the wind, parts with overview, 
stairs and potential entrance points to 
the buildings

This information will be used to start 
applying more detail to the geometry



THIRD ITERATION

Third design iteration with more detailed 
geometries

The main modules of the pavilion in 
their original appearance

27

Main structure module 
with uniform 150 x 150 

wooden beams and 
pillars

Building module with 
visible beams and 

pillars and wooden 
panels 

3500

4600
9200

3000

1100

2150

Stair module with 
125:380 steps

Open bridge module 
with the same kinds of 

sticks in the railings

Partly closed bridge 
module with 50 x 50 

sticks, 50 between the 
sticks, in the railings

9200

3500

4600

3000

3000



THIRD ITERATION

Third design iteration with more detailed 
geometries

Examples of urban furniture modules 
that can be added to the design

28

2000

450

600

900

450

600

600

Single chairs for short visits

No backrests
Medium deep seats

Benches for medium long visits

15° inclination of the backrests  
Medium deep seats

Sun beds for long social visits

35° inclination of the backrests
Deep seats

900

900

450

2000

4200

2850



PROCESS EVOLUTIONARY TREE

Experimenting with 
parameters for creating 
a people-friendly and 
playful public pavilion

Second 
i terat ion

Firs t 
i terat ion

Third 
i terat ion

Cube 
geometries

Same dimensions as 
the analysis grid

No personal design 
choices

From the analysis grid

Top level

Middle level

Bottom level

Extracted from 
overview and exposure 
parameter

Offers views of 
surrounding areas

Connector between 
top and bottom layer

Extracted from flow of 
people and wind parameter

Areas with highest flows 
and winds kept free

Break free from 
regular grid

Keep the 
modular units

Top level

Middle level

Bottom level

Add a water 
level

Connect to the canal 
with a sun deck

Lower heights

Set functions

Wider paths

More open space

Remove existing bus 
shelters and integrate 
with structure

Adapt structure 
to tram tracks in 
the groud

Decrease amount of 
geometry, choose 
specific places 

Add bridge over the road

Connect to structure on 
top of the train platforms

Add more 
detail

Add stairs between the 
levels

Create more porosity

Develop the pavement

Integrate the car road 
with the square

Develop the sun deck

Add urban furniture

Create an experience Not always the shortest path

A cloud of beams and pillars

Directions, patterns, 
imaginatory spaces

Prioritize pedestrians

More developed 
modules

Connect to the structure

Angles from the 
sunlight parameter

29



The final result of this in-depth project is a people-friendly pavilion 
that transforms and playfully takes over the square of Drottningtorget 
and turns it into a completely different place than before. The vast, 
open and undefined public space we had before is transformed into a 
public space containing many different spaces in one, each differently 
defined depending on the way the structure is designed. Even though the 
structure itself does not bring any new functions or activities to the space, 
it simply packages the existing functions in new ways, the structure gives 
opportunities for many different activities to take place here. Even when 
no set activities take place here, experiencing the structure in itself is an 
activity. 

05.
FINAL

RESULT
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A HYBRID STRUCTURE

The final design result is a structure 
of combined buildings, paths, stairs, 
bridges and roofs, constructed by 
wooden pillars and beams

1

1

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

1

4

3

6

5

7

Bicycle parking

Toilets

Information desk

Storage

Store

Stairs to bridge

Sun deck

Connection to adjacent project

Functions

8

8

Overview level

Local transportation level

Function level

Water level

N
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A VARIETY OF SPACES AND 
EXPERIENCES

The final design result creates many 
different areas inside of the area as well 
as many different paths to take through 
the area. It creates a variety of spaces 
and experiences, no path or part of the 
area is the same as another

Less public areas

More enclosed and 
small

Public areas

More open and large

32

Main flow through 
the area

Wider and straighter

Secondary flows 
through the area

Narrower and winding



CONNECTIONS TO ADJACENT 
STRUCTURES

33

Since the pavilion is in the corner of the 
area that the group worked in, only one 
boudary negotiation had to be done

That negotiation resulted in that the 
structure is adapted so that it connects 
to the platform of the park on top of the 
train platforms, which is shown in the 
highlighted circle



WATER LEVEL AND 
GROUND LEVEL
Scale 1:700
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SECOND LEVEL
Scale 1:700
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THIRD LEVEL
Scale 1:700
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SECTION A -A
Scale 1:400

SECTION B-B
Scale 1:400
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The 
pavillion is 

integrated with 
the tram station, 

providing 
shelter

9

9

13
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The wooden 
panels on the 

buildings become 
the sticks in the 

railings

The 
structure is 

adapted so that 
the trams can 
still use the 

square
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The square 
stretches over 

the road, where 
pedestrians are 

prioritized 

The pavilion 
climbs close to the 
walls of the hotel, 
highlighting the 

dramatic corner of 
the building
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A DIVERSE AREA ALL WEEK 
LONG

10:00-11:00
Monday

Outdoor yoga class

10:00-18:00
Friday

Christmas market

20:00-23:00
Saturday

Outdoor movie night
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View 1

In the south-west parts of the area the structure is higher 
and the spaces more transparent, open and public

2

1

Materials

Because of the absence 
of soft materials such as 
vegetation in the area, the 
structure is made of wood 
to bring warmth

The original pavement is 
kept

2

1
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4

View 2

In the south-east parts of the area the structure is lower 
and the spaces more narrow and calm

3

Materials

A pattern is created in 
the existing pavement by 
adding softer areas of 
stone. The benches are of 
the same material

The facades are made 
lively by a pattern of ribs 
that catches the shadows

4

3
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As a conclusion I want to highlight and stress that this project and the 
process of this project has been very much of an experiment to me. 
Never before have I worked in this way, having analyses and mapping as 
such a large influence on the design. I wanted to test what happens if I 
start with and develop the design from what the site tells me. 

This project has been an experiment in other aspects as well. I wanted to 
test and experiment with what happens with this existing public place if 
we densify it and activate it. 

In many ways I find the result successful, but I also understand the 
comments about it being the contrary. One of the aspects that could be 
developed is to what extent the structure should take over the space, 
maybe the structure could be limited and I could have worked more with 
the sensability of the structure. I could also have developed the way I 
worked with the edges and the walls of the structure, and study how the 
shapes that are created affect us. Right now I am only assuming that 
diverse and so called interesting shapes and spaces will create liveability 
and playfulness, but I could have studied that more. Another question 
I got was whether the structure should be permanent or temporary. My 
intention with this proposal was never that it should be a permanent 
structure to be built in real life, but rather an idea and inspiration to 
highlight what could be done here. I wanted to try to answer the question 
“what if we transform this public space into something else?”. The 
discussion it produced is more than enough to make me satisfied with the 
result. A great project is a project that leads to new angles and ideas, 
which I believe mine did.

06.
CONCLUSION AND

SOURCES
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